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Abrtract
This report is based on the Statement of Work (SOW) describing the various r e q u i m n b fm delivering 3 new supercomputer system to Sandia National Lab~mtories (Sandia) as part of the DBpm-tment of Energy'g (DOE) Accelerated Strategic Cornputin8 Initiative (ASCI) program. This s y a k r n ia named Red Storm and will be 3 distributed memory, massively parallel prrscaasm (Mpp) machine h i l t primarily out of c.cmumdity parts. The requirements presented here distill extensive architectural and design experience accumulated over a decade and a half of research, development and pmduction opmtiw of similar machines at Sandia. Red Storm will have an unu9ually high bandwidth, low latency interconnect, specially designed hardware and s & w m reliability features, a light weight kernel compute node *crating s y s t~m and the ability to rapidly switch major sections of the machine between classified and unclassified computing mvironments. Particular 31tmtim has been paid to architectural bdawcc in the design of Red Sturn, and it ia therefore expactad to achieve an atypically high fracti~n of it's peak s p e d of 41 TmOPS on real scientific mmputing applicatiosna. In addition, Red Storm is deaigned to be T h e requirement fm sustained performance on the W-LI'NPACK benchmark of 28 trillion (2.3 X 10") floating-point operations per second is independent of the minimum peak requirement of 40 TeraOPS. In agreeing to meet this requirement the contractor is agreeing to provide a d d i t i d hardware beyond that necessary to meet the 40 TmOPS peak performance requirement, should that prove necessary, MP-LINPACK is being used as the primary bmchmark for the system because it is well understood, it i s 3 test of the full system, and for a machine of this size it will also be a test of system integration and mliability.
The performance nquirmmt fw a~gregata local m a m y bandwidth i s driven by the need to improve single node performance rdative to peak for real ASCI application codes. It is also driven by scalability considerations since the memory system must also support message-passiq traffic. This requirement is independent oftha number of p m e m and of the 40 TmOPS requirement. The requircmentts f i x a high bandwidth, luw latency internal communicaticm network are driven by the need for applications to h i w e high 1vels of parallel efficiency while running on the full machine. Porn interconnect pcrfcmmnce (hardware and system software) is the biggest reason for poor application scalability and poor perf.armance of large parallel computing systems. A n application code that achieves 10% parallel efficiency on 1,000 processors can be sped up by a factw of 5 if its p m k l eficiency can be increased to 50% while improving the single node perfmmnce of the s m e application by a factor of ten will only improve the o v d l perfurmmcc on 1,000 p m e s s m by 9%. In addition, improving the parallel efficiency allows the problem to scale over more processon whhh furthe damasca the nm time and d e s it possible to run larger, mora complex problem.
Compute Node Architecture and Performance Requirements
Requhments for the compute node architecture and pcr5omance are presented in Table 3 . 
mputtug Requirements

Maintenance Support Requirements
Maintemca support will be provided for the sptem on a 3wen day a week 24 how pa day basis from the time first significant hardware is delivered t o Sandia through the end of the contract. (For the purp05e of on-site support the first significant hardware delivery to S a d # will be the installation at and release to Sandia for user application code w e of the first 1/4 of the E t d 
